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Radio Afghanistan To Launch Daily Student Programme
Saidi in Testimony To Wolesi Jirga
Commission Explains Ministry Policies

Saidi who was explaining the procedures to the commission said that information and Culture Minister was hoping that it will be possible to establish small radio stations in seven special regional programmes.

The eight-kilometer extension is expected to fulfill and speed up the transportation plan of the Ministry of Transport and Road which aims to connect Afghanistan to part of Pakistan.

The project is planned to be one of the first steps towards the implementation of the transportation plan of the Ministry of Transport and Road which aims to connect Afghanistan to part of Pakistan.

Afghanistan.

Mullahwaiy Express

Sympathy To Tashkent

KABUL, May 1, (Bakhtar)---Afghanistan will express sympathy for the Tashkent earthquake. The Afghan government has sent a telegram to the Uzbek government expressing sympathy for the disaster.
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Social, Preventive Medicine Get Priority In Nangarhar College Of Medicine, Dr. Baha Says

Dr. Baha said that the College of Medicine at Nangarhar will give priority to social and preventive medicine. The College will also work on research in these fields.
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Cotton Production

The government's policies to boost the production of cotton have been effective in increasing yields. The latest statistics show a significant rise in the output of cotton across the country. The efforts to improve irrigation facilities and推广 farmers' knowledge of efficient farming techniques have contributed to this growth.

Nurses' Training

The Ministry of Health has initiated a new program to train more nurses. The aim is to address the shortage of medical professionals currently facing the healthcare sector. The program includes both theoretical and practical training, ensuring that the nurses are well-equipped to handle various medical situations.

Moving Of NATO Will Cost 4 Billion Marks

The cost of relocating NATO's headquarters to a new site has been estimated at 4 billion marks. The project involves a significant renovation of the current premises and the construction of new facilities. Local officials have expressed concerns about the environmental impact of the construction work.

Unanswered Questions On Oil For Rhodesia

Despite increasing exploration efforts, the government remains unsure about the viability of the oil reserves in the country. There are concerns about the potential environmental risks associated with oil extraction and the economic benefits it may bring. Further studies are required to clarify these uncertainties.

Petula Clark Shows Variety Of Talent

Petula Clark's recent concert showcased her versatility as an artist. She performed a range of genres, including jazz, pop, and classical music, demonstrating her broad talent. The audience was captivated by her dynamic performances.

Moving The Temple Of Amada

The temple of Amada, located in the Valley of the Moon, is scheduled for relocation. The temple is a significant archaeological site and its move will involve meticulous planning to preserve its historical integrity. The project aims to ensure the temple's protection and continued accessibility for future generations.

Bathing In Sacred Pools Of Sultan Pour

Visitors to Sultan Pour can bathe in the sacred pools, believed to possess healing properties. The site is a popular pilgrimage destination and a testament to the rich cultural heritage of the region.

Brother's Play "Tempo" To Be Staged More

Brothers' new play "Tempo" is set for multiple performances. The play explores themes of family dynamics and societal pressures, reflecting on the complexities of modern life. Ticket sales have been strong, indicating public interest in the production.
Cotton Production

The government's decision to raise the price of cotton is expected to boost production. The new prices will likely increase farmers' willingness to grow cotton, leading to a rise in output. The recent drought has caused some concern, but with the anticipated increase in rainfall, it is hoped that the harvest will be bountiful.

Nurses' Training

The first batch of graduates from the nurses' training program is due to complete their studies soon. The program, which has been in operation for several years, has received positive feedback from the Ministry of Health. The graduates will be well-prepared to meet the demands of the healthcare sector.

Moving Of NATO Will Cost 4 Billion Marks

The relocation of the NATO headquarters will cost a significant amount of money. The cost estimate is around 4 billion marks, which is a major financial burden for the government. Negotiations are ongoing to ensure that the relocation process is completed smoothly and efficiently.

Unanswered Questions On Oil For Rhodesia

The discovery of oil in Rhodesia has raised many questions. While the potential for economic growth is significant, concerns about environmental impact and social equity need to be addressed.

Bathing In Sacred Pools Of Sultan Pour

A visit to the temple, a dip in the sacred pool, and a visit to the Sultan Pour are popular activities among tourists. The site is considered sacred by the locals, and a visit is often considered a spiritual experience.

Petula Clark Shows Variety Of Talent

The singer Petula Clark showcased her versatility with a variety of talents. Aside from her singing abilities, she also displayed skills in acting and dance, impressing the audience with her performance.

Moving The Temple Of Amada

The temple of Amada is scheduled to be moved in the near future. This is a significant project, as the temple is an important historical and cultural site.

He Puts The Music In The Films

The music in the film is said to have been the highlight for many viewers. The composer, who is renowned for his work in the music industry, has received praise for his contribution.

The photo shows a scene from the film, capturing a moment ofujah. The two children featured in the scene are enjoying their adventure.